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Motivation:
Dear parents of EEB4,
I am currently member of the APEEE Board in charge of Transport since
February 2016.
Among the achievements I am proud of I would like to mention just a
couple that I hope made your life and the life of your kids easier:
- I organised the service to accommodate the use of 2 nd departure buses to return
home or to post-school child facility for children who attend extra-curricular activities. Thus
we organised transport after the periscolaire for 184 in 2016-2017 and for 230 in 20172018. This was operated also through an addition of more busses to post-school facilities.
- In the aftermath of the Brussels bombings in March 2016, I took an active role
regarding the security of our children and became member of the Hygiene and Security WG
of the APEEE Board. The measures already taken (adults accompanying both morning and
afternoon trips) and adjustments (contractual requirement on checks of vehicle prior to trip
start) together with dedicated training for children was performed (all our pupils benefited
a bus evacuation training already twice thus anticipating on need to leave the bus in
emergency situation)
- In continuation to the security measures, jointly with the Transport service, we
analysed and progress now on IT application on managing of the service. I would like to be
able to bring this project to an end and make sure it'll be deployed to the highest standard.
- In the context of the progressing work on the future EU budget and its possible
impact on allowances for the parents, I think I am well placed to advocate in the interest of
the families.
For these reasons, I am presenting my application to join the Board for a second mandate.

